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ABSTRACT 

  As the monoplane configuration is dominant in modern aircraft design, a gap 
exists pertaining to wing flutter of bi and triplanes. Questions regarding the performance 
of historical biplanes create a need for the stability and safety of these aircraft to be 
reconsidered. A coupled reduced order model based on Euler-Bernoulli beam 
assumptions, St Venant’s torsion theory and Theodorsen’s unsteady thin airfoil theory 
is derived to capture the dynamic fluid-structure interactions and estimate critical flutter 
speeds. 

  The computational analysis reveals parameter domains of hard and soft flutter, 
which stand in good qualitative agreement to wind tunnel experiments. Furthermore, 
critical flutter speeds are predicted to occur at intrinsic resonance modes of coupled 
torsion and bending motion, induced by parametric excitation of the ambient fluid flow. 
 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 

World War One (WWI) was a time when military hardware advanced and 
developed at an explosive rate. During this time, military aviation grew rapidly. Very 
early on it became clear that there would be no such thing as a universal aircraft that 
could meet the growing needs of reconnaissance, bombing raids, liaison, directing 
artillery fire and, finally, engaging enemy aircraft in the air. It is from this need that 
aircraft evolved along different pathways. Depending on design constraints dictated by 
government pressure and engineering availability, some aircraft changed the war, while 
others were doomed to fail [1]. 

In particular, certain biplanes of the era, like the Albatros DV and DVa, and the 
Nieuport 17 [2], experienced an unusual phenomenon, now known as wing flutter. 
Flutter of the aircraft wing in flight was often devastating. The problem was never 
solved, and eventually, biplanes were phased out of service to be replaced by the more 
modern monoplanes. Today, questions over the safety of historically accurate biplane 
reconstructions create a need for the stability of biplanes to be reconsidered [2]. 

Classical wing flutter involves the interactions between the bending and twisting 
of a thin airfoil and the interaction of aerodynamic and inertial loads; the fluid-structure 
interaction [3-7]. This type of flutter is often referred to as pitch-plunge flutter [3, 4]. The 
flutter analysis of monoplane structures has been developed considerably and many 
methods are now available for analysis. As a result, most flutter models resemble the  



  

cantilever nature of the modern monoplane wing [6]; this was the standard approach for 
flutter modeling and determination in the 1920’s and 1930’s, and is the approach set 
out in “The Wing Flutter Bible” [8]. Methodologies specific to other areas such as 
biplanes [8, 9] and paper calendars [10-12] have seen significantly less attention.  
Currently, there exists a knowledge gap specifically in academic literature of biplanes, 
and the only source that addresses flutter in biplanes was published by Duncan in 1931 
[9]. Duncan primarily addresses the flutter of biplane control surfaces, rather than the 
flutter of wings without control surfaces, which is where flutter was observed in many 
biplanes and was the likely cause of failure [2]. 

The following paper presents an analytical model to predict the aeroelastic flutter 
phenomena occurring in the lower wing of a biplane structure and determine the critical 
flutter speed. 
 
 
2. THE REDUCED-ORDER MODEL 

The geometry of a biplane is complex and certain structural details do not 
contribute significantly to the general physical behavior of other elements. Historical 
evidence [1, 2] indicated that flutter was dominantly observed in the lower wing. 
Similarly, a finite element analysis (FEA) of a V-strut wing structure revealed that the 
dynamic behavior of the lower wing could be considered separately to the global 
biplane structure [13]. Thus, the lower wing system with a carefully chosen set of 
boundary conditions was considered separately from the rest of the aircraft to 
investigate in the fluid-structure interactions that would lead to flutter instability. 
Throughout the investigation, focus was placed on the V-strut design rather than the N- 
or H-type, as there are no records or documentation to show that these types of biplane 
ever experienced a flutter problem.  

Figure 1: Coupled torsion and bending vibration mode associated to critical flutter speed (left) and 
schematic sketch of the mathematical model (right) of a V-strut bi-plane structure 
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The lower wing was modeled using Euler-Bernoulli beam theory coupled with St 
Venant’s torsion theory. A clamped boundary condition was applied at the fuselage and 
elastic restraints at the V-strut connection, see Figure 1. Three elastic restraints were 
used to model the structural interactions with the upper wing at the V-strut connection; 
the first, a linear spring to model the plunge stiffness, the second, a torsional spring to 
model the pitch stiffness, and the third a rotational spring to model the stiffness of the 
“�’-restraint”, as detailed in Figure 1. The outboard section of the wing (indicated in red) 
experiences reduced aerodynamic loading, due to the lift distribution [14], and hence, 
this section of the wing was neglected in this analysis. 

The governing set of equations were derived using Hamilton's principle [15]. The 
partial differential equations model the mechanical structure (bending and torsion), as 
well as the aerodynamic forcing of Theodorsen’s unsteady thin airfoil theory [7]. In this 
paper we present the final set of equations, their assumptions as well as a compact 
analysis. A detailed derivation is documented in DeLong et al. [13] and will be 
published elsewhere. 

The derivation of the governing equations of the lower wing structure with the 
special set of boundary conditions at the V-strut connection point,  closely follows the 
similar mono-wing derivation in Pierce [7]. The following two partial differential 
equations describe the bending (1a) and torsional (1b) motion of the lower wing 
structure [7]. 
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Variables and parameters of (1) are identified and listed in Table 1. In this first analysis, 
structural damping (the damping which exists internally in the wing structure) has been 
neglected in order to separately analyze the dissipative term that originates from the 
fluid-structure interaction. The left-hand sides of (1) contain the system response, while 
the right-hand sides model the aerodynamic forcing. Theodorsen’s lift equations and a 
strip theory model were employed [7].  It should be noted that strip theory models 
neglect any 3D effects. The function #$�% of the lift force refers to the Theodorsen 
Function which models the reduction in lift and phase lag as a function of reduced 
frequency, � � �'/�.   
  



  

Table 1: List of Variables and Parameters (for detailed descriptions see [7]) 

Variables: 

� plunge degree of freedom 

� pitch degree of freedom 

Parameters: 

�� wing mass per unit length 

��� rotational inertia per unit length about neutral line 

� semi-chord length 

) dimensionless description of the center of mass location  

� dimensionless description of the flexural axis 

�� static unbalance parameter (�� � ) � �%  

�� torsional stiffness 

� bending stiffness 

�� effective plunge stiffness at V-strut attachment 

�� effective torsional stiffness at V-strut attachment 

�� effective bending stiffness at V-strut attachment 

� lift curve slope of the wing 

� air speed 

�� air density 

 
The associated boundary conditions to the coupled fluid-mechanics wing structure are: 

clamped (fuselage) end: 

�$0, ,% � 0 
��$0, ,% � 0 

�$0, ,% � 0 

V-strut connection point: 
����$�, ,% 
 ����$�, ,% � 0 

       ���$�, ,% � �����$�, ,% � 0 

���$�, ,% � ���-$�, ,% � 0 

(2)

Note, that all restraints applied at the V-strut are implemented into the system through 

the boundary conditions at the same location. A $… %�  in Eq. (1) indicates a time 

derivative, a $… %- and a superscript roman numeral indicate a derivative with respect to 

� of the given order, respectively.  

The model was used to predict the behaviour of an XPS foam wing that was 
designed and built for wind tunnel tests [13]. The wing parameters for the model were 
approximated by various methods.  The mass per unit length, inertia per unit length, 
semi-chord length and center of mass of the XPS foam wing were measured. The 
flexural axis, torsional stiffness, bending stiffness and the three restraint stiffness 
values (�� , ��, ��% were approximated using FEA [13]. 
 
 
3. FORCED VIBRATIONS OF COUPLED SYSTEM 

Equations (1) and (2) are solved by applying separation of variables to separate 
the time-dependent amplitudes from the space variables. The uncoupled system in (1) 
is used to obtain the mode shapes, which are used in the Galerkin method to solve the 
forced vibrations of the system. The flexible mode shapes are calculated over the 
inboard section of the wing only. 



  

Applying Galerkin’s method, considering the first bending and the first torsional 
modes and letting �$�, ,% � /��$,%0�$�% and  � � /�	$,%Θ$�% yields the following set of 
ordinary differential equations:  
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with the integration constants being defined as: 
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4. ANALYSIS 

Using the estimated wing parameters [13], the governing equations were solved 
over a range of air speeds. From this, modal frequency and damping curves were 
produced which are shown in Figure 2. The modal frequency plot indicates the 
interactions that exist between modes, while the damping plot predicts the stability of 
the system. For positive values of the modal damping parameter the wing, undergoing 
small disturbances, will oscillate about a stable equilibrium position.  Conversely, if the 
damping is negative, the aerodynamic loading will force the wing away from its steady 
position following a disturbance; this is where the flutter instability will occur.  
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

This work presents a first analytical approach to predict critical flutter speeds of a 
biplane wing structure. Speeds were calculated based on estimated parameters and 
uncoupled mode shapes. The results stand in good qualitative agreement with data 
obtained from both FEA and wind tunnel testing of a foam wing structure [13]. Although 
the results stand in good qualitative agreement with the performed wind tunnel tests, 
the proposed mathematical model is limited by its simplistic nature. It was observed 
that critical flutter speeds were highly sensitive to input parameters and mode shapes. 
Due to the simple beam model and the applied Euler-Bernoulli and St Venant’s torsion 
theory assumptions, the mode shape functions of bending and torsion are implemented 
separately (uncoupled). Our analytical investigations, in parallel to the finite element 
analysis, revealed that a plate theory approach would be more suitable, especially to 
achieve quantitative agreements with wind tunnel results.  
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